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Abstract:  Riveted and bolted lap joints are widely used in aircrafts and other shell like structures. )nspection of such joints is of interest, as the joint holes are stress concentration zones and fatigue cracks can be existed beside these holes. One of the most suitable tools for such an inspection is Lamb wave technique, which must be tuned for a better and more sensitive inspection. As a Lamb mode interacts a lap joint, it would be partially transmitted as well as partially reflected. The key point here is if one is looking for damage in the target plate ゅthe plate which the actuator is not bonded onょ, the transmission coefficient of the propagated wave should be maximized for more sensitivity on target plate inspection. )n this paper a にD numerical model, simulated in ABAQUS FEM package is employed in order to study Lamb modes behavior while interacting a lap joint. Several simulations are done for a preselected lap length, plate thickness and joint contact pressure, while changing the mode and frequency. )t has been shown that the fundamental antisymmetric mode is more transmitted from the joint rather than the symmetric mode. )t is seen that the transmission coefficient of the Ao Lamb modes depends on the wavelength as well as the wave structure. 
Keywords: ultrasonic testing ゅUTょ, Lamb waves, crack depth, transmission, reflection  
1 Introduction Structural (ealth Monitoring ゅS(Mょ of bolted or riveted lap joints is a very important step of structural integrity, due to the need for crack detection in there joints. Circular holes made for bolt or rivet connection, have great potential of fatigue crack growth beside them, as they are stress concentration zones. So, inspection of such lap joints is of interest. Among several methods for lap joints inspection, ultrasonic guided waves have suitable characteristics like large area inspection capability, possibility of being used as permanent S(M tool, and high sensitivity, and can be employed for such a purpose. A complete review of ultrasonic guided waves theory and applications can be found in [な, に and ぬ].  Several researchers focused on fatigue crack detection in lap joints. (e and Guan [ね] focused on multi-feature integration method for crack detection in riveted lap joint, while selecting a mode and frequency based on available ぬどど K(z piezoelectric discs. Bao and Giurgiutiu [の] have performed a valuable experimental and numerical study on the effect of fastener load on Lamb modes propagation through lap joints, while repeating the tests for several frequencies. They have shown that in several frequencies and several fastener load, the wave behavior changes. Lanza and Pizzo [は] worked on adhesively bonded lap joint and showed that Aど mode is more suitable for such a joint inspection. The problem of lap joint inspection is a challenging Lamb wave inspection problem. )n order to reach higher sensitivity, the transmitted wave from the lap joint must be maximized. So, one should look for a proper mode and frequency that causes larger 
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But as the wave length increases, the band width of transmitted waves increases, too. This can be obtained from Figure 7-f and ば-h, comparing to Figure 7-e and ば-g, respectively. Moreover, comparing Figure 7-f with ば-h, shows that the amount of increase in the band width for Sど mode is smaller than the Aど, for λ=ばmm. As the wavelength increases more, it is hardly possible to find transmitted wave packet related peak, especially for Aど mode, as shown in Figure 8-d.  
Figure 8 shows signals for the case λ=などmm, which is half of the overlap distance. So the wave length is in the same order with the overlap zone length. )n this case, the deformation of the overlap area causes a non-uniform excitation of the second plate, and a wide band acoustic wave propagates in the target plate. Rに signal shown in Figure 8-d and its frequency content shown in Figure 8-h confirm this phenomena. So although Aど mode transmits more than Sど, but as the wavelength increases, multiple modes are excited in the second plate that makes the signal interpretation difficult.  
6 Conclusions The effects of the wavelength and propagating mode on the transmission coefficient of Lamb modes from a lap joint have been numerically investigated. )t has been shown that the fundamental anti-symmetric Lamb mode ゅAどょ has larger transmission coefficient from the lap joint comparing the symmetric mode, Sど, with the same wave length. Also for both modes, as the wave length increases, the band width of the transmitted wave signal increases, which means multiple modes are excited in the target plate. So in order to inspect a lap joint, the paradigm of smaller wavelength and smaller TC should be optimized. 
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